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 CYBINT1 – Collection Methods and Tech-

niques – 2 Days 

 CYBINT2 – Organization, Production, and 

Structured Analytic Techniques – 2.5 

Days 

 CYBINT3 – Types and Methods of Analy-

sis, Case Studies in Analysis, Credibility 

and Reliability of Sources, Confidence 

Levels – 2 Days 

 CYBINT4 – Identifying Your Consumers, 

Analytic Writing, Types of Reports, and 

Dissemination – 2.5 Days  

 Lecture, Hands-on, Apprenticeship, in 

class exercises, student presentations, 

analytic products, templates, course ma-

terial—70 CPEs 

Syllabus 

The course runs over 7 consecutive days covering a Sunday through the fol-

lowing week with a wrap-up on Saturday. This is an intense course. Stu-

dents are expected to attend each hour of each day since the course is com-

prehensive with each day building upon the next. Days start at 7 AM and 

run to between 5 and 6 PM. Breakfast, lunch, and afternoon snacks/tea are 

provided. Lunches are usually working lunches. Class minimum is 15 with a 

maximum of 25. Locations to be determined but Metro Washington DC, 

Silicon Valley, CA, Tampa, FL, Kansas City, MO, and Dallas TX are being con-

sidered. The first course is to be offered in April 2016. 

Students who complete the course will be certified as Cyber Intelligence 

Tradecraft Professional. 70 CPEs awarded for the course. Course books and 

manuals will be provided to students upon accepted enrollment. A detailed 

syllabus is provided upon signing of the Treadstone 71 non-disclosure 

agreement. Students are evaluated based upon deliverables of each section 

and the final written project. 

Course Lab and Materials Fee (includes books, templates, structured tech-

niques application, etc.): Total Course Fee: 6,500.00 required 20 days prior 

to course start. 

This course combines lecture, research, and hands-on team assignments. 

Students need to bring a laptop that does not have corporate controls 

(tablets will not suffice). 

Will you come onsite to teach our organization directly? Treadstone 71 will 

teach private courses at your site. Contact us directly at 

osint@treadstone71.com 



Tenets of Intelligence 

Timeliness.  Intelligence must be available when 
leadership requires it.  Late intelligence is as use-
less as no intelligence.  Timely intelligence enables 
leadership to anticipate events in the operational 
area.  This enables leadership to time operations 
for maximum effectiveness and to avoid being 
surprised. 

Accuracy.  To be accurate, intelligence must be 
objective.  It must be free from any political or 
other constraint and must not be distorted by 
pressure to conform with the positions held by 
higher levels of command.  Intelligence products 
must not be shaped to conform to any perceptions 
of leadership’s preferences.  While intelligence is a 
factor in determining policy, policy must not deter-
mine intelligence. 

Usability.  Intelligence must be tailored to the 
specific needs of leadership and provided in forms 
suitable for immediate comprehension.  Leader-
ship must be able to quickly apply intelligence to 
the task at hand.  Providing useful intelligence 
requires the producers to understand the circum-
stances under which their products are used.  

Completeness.  Complete intelligence answers 
leadership’s questions about the adversary to the 
fullest degree possible. It also tells leadership what 
remains unknown.  To be complete, intelligence 
must identify all the adversary’s capabilities.  It 
must inform leadership of the possible courses of 
action that are available to the adversary.  When 
justified by the available evidence, intelligence 
must forecast future adversary actions and inten-
tions. 

Relevance.  Intelligence must be relevant to the 
planning and execution of the operation at hand.  
It must aid leadership in the accomplishment of 
the mission.  Intelligence must contribute to lead-
ership’s understanding of the adversary.  It must 
help leadership decide how to accomplish the 
assigned mission without being unduly hindered 
by the adversary.   

How is this course different from the current Treadstone 71 Cyber Intelligence 

course? 

This course provides definitive sections along the intelligence lifecycle that 

are in-depth. Students are required to demonstrate understanding and use 

of collection methods using defined targets and target case studies, under-

standing and applying analytic techniques, when and how to use analytic 

techniques and analytic types. Students are presented several case studies 

for analysis, required to use tradecraft methods, and provide written re-

ports in standard analytic format. Students are also required to orally pre-

sent their deliverables to the class. 

Who may attend this course? 

Treadstone 71 urges organizations to send teams to this training in order 

to build the foundation of a program built upon standardized intelligence 

tradecraft. Treadstone 71 will consider all US-based organizations and or-

ganizations within NATO countries.  

If we want this course to be taught to our organization privately? 

Treadstone 71 will teach private courses. 

What is the flow of the course—what can I expect? 

The course is taught in a crawl, walk, run format.  What does that mean? 

We teach the academics first in classrooms style. We then follow up with a 

review of the materials in conjunction with table top exercises using case 

studies and scenarios. The run section of the course follows with case stud-

ies taking the student through the cyber intelligence lifecycle from priority 

intelligence and information requirements, task assignments, potential 

data sources and focus of analysis, potentially relevant data, reductionism, 

usable data, structured methods of analysis, credibility and relevance of 

data, findings, analytic review, peer review, written briefs and assessments, 

and dissemination.  

How am I measured for success? 

The tenets of intelligence are the fundamental standards against which 

performance of intelligence personnel and organizations must be judged.  

A failure to achieve any one of these fundamental attributes may contrib-

ute to a failure of operations.  The bottom line is whether leadership’s pri-

ority information requirements are being satisfied.  
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How do I find out what leadership wants for intelligence requirements? 

The course covers methods of leadership engagement, ways to elicit information from leadership to achieve the 

proper targeting and consumer reports. We help you discover the key issues your principal customers wrestle 

with and are likely to confront in the near future. 
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